1. Stop lines shall be placed 90° to the roadway.
2. If railroad gate is present the stop line shall be 8" from gate.

Symbol Detail:
- 2" white lines at right angles to pavement
- 2" white lines included in symbol for item

Railroad Grade Crossing:
- Edge of intersection of crosswalk
- Direction of travel
- White yield line triangles

Letter Detail:
- 24" max. white stop bar
- White midblock crosswalk (continental)

Pedestrian Crosswalks:
- 6" white line
- 6" white line (2)
- 6" white line (3)

Pavement Detail:
- The distance from the railroad crossing warning to the nearest track will be subject to change according to the approach speed due to the altering distance of the vehicular traffic approaching. Such distances shall be no less than 50 feet.
- A three-line roadway shall be equipped with a centerline for two-line approach operation or the approach to a crossing or multi-line roadway the transverse midline shall extend across all approach lanes, and individual "X" symbols shall be used in each approach lane.

Placement of "X"-10 Sign by Others:
- The sign shall extend to the edge of the curb if needed.